
 
 
 
USDINR:  
 
 VIEW: USDINR Oct futures may open flat, around 73.45. Positional view remains BEARISH. Sell on rise 

with stop above 74.20 on October futures (closing basis). Positional target remains 72.50 on October 
futures. A major near term support is near 73.15 on Oct futures. 
 

 
 

EUR:  
 

 German industrial production numbers for the month of August was weaker than expected but that did 
not have much impact on Euro. Rising cases of COVID is forcing a number of Eurozone nations to 
announce fresh restrictions on public life, which will have a negative impact on growth.  
 

 VIEW: The recovery in EURUSD overnight has altered my bias once again. I would look to buy EURUSD 
on decline with stop below 1.1680 levels. Target 1.1900. On EURINR October futures view remains 
bearish as long as the pair is not trading above 87.00 levels. If the pair trades above 87.00 and sustains, 
then exit short positions. 

 
GBP:  
 
 No sign of any progress yet in the EU-UK trade talks. However, traders remain hopeful as a no-deal 

Brexit will be harmful to both EU and UK and hence it will be avoided at all cost. This is the reason why, 
in spite of lack of progress and some empty threats from either side, GBP found buyers on decline.  
 

 VIEW: GBPUSD is a buy on decline with stop below 1.2800 on a closing basis. Target 1.3000. There is 
no clear view in GBPINR. It may be volatile, within a range of 94.00 and 96.00 levels on October futures. 

 
JPY:  

 

 VIEW: JPYINR is a buy on decline near 69.00/69.20 zone on October futures with stop below 68.80 on 
a closing basis. Target 70.50 and then 71.00 levels.  
 

MACRO STORY: 
 

 As I wrote in my note yesterday that I did not expect the sell-off in equity markets to sustain as the 
question of a fresh fiscal stimulus is matter of when and not if. With less than 4 weeks to go for the 
election night, any fiscal deal will be like a starter with the full course meal having to wait for a new 
administration to be sworn in.  
 

 US stock indices zoomed higher, by nearly 2%. US Dollar continues to be under pressure due to political 
uncertainty and clear signal from US central bank that stand ready to keep USD liquidity high and 
thereby weaken the US Dollar US Fed members may be yet to sing a unified tune on the “average 
inflation targeting regime”, but post elections, I expect that to change. Once Fed unanimously voices 
the need to keep rates and financial conditions easy for a long period of time, further easing will follow. 
As long as Fed remains committed to AIT regime, it can be a major tail wind for EM markets like India. 
A strong risk appetite and weak USD are two big positives for the Indian Rupee.  

 

Futures SUPPORT 1 SUPPORT 2 RESISTANCE 1 RESISTANCE 2

USDINR 73.45          73.15          73.85                74.10                



 Comments from two heavyweight companies, TCS and Titan clearly point towards corporate optimism. 
India has been extremely proactive in clamping down on the movement of general public as early as 
March and now the country is reaping that benefit by gradually unlocking. The biggest stimulus for the 
Indian economy as well as the global economy is the unlocking itself. Therefore, economic activity will 
continue to improve and with it optimism and animal spirits will rise in the economy. All these are 
very positive development for the Indian Rupee.  

 
 

PRICE ACTION ANALYTICS: 
 

 
 
 

MAJOR ECONOMIC DATA TO WATCH: 
 

 US Unemployment Claims @ 6:00 pm IST. Important for USD. 
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